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ABSTRACT

Hearing-impaired people typically rely heavily on
speech reading based on visual information from the
lips and face. However, lip reading alone fails to
identify many aspects of the place of articulation
(for the tongue), manner of articulation (nasality), or
voicing. The similarity in the lip shapes of some
speech units gives rises to labial look-alikes such as
[u] vs. [y]. Indeed, even the best speech readers do
not identify more than 50 percent of phonemes in
nonsense syllables [6] or in words or sentences [7].

We have implemented a complete text-to-speech
synthesis system by concatenation that addresses
French Manual Cued Speech (FMCS). It uses two
separate dictionaries, one for multimodal diphones
with audio and facial articulation, and the other with
the gestures between two consecutive FMCS keys
(“dikeys”). Dictionaries were built from real data.
This paper presents our methodology and the final
results, illustrated by the accompanying videos. We
recorded and analyzed the 3D trajectories of 50
hand and 63 facial fleshpoints during the production
of 238 utterances carefully designed to cover all
possible diphones of French. Linear and non-linear
statistical models of hand and face deformations and
postures were developed using both separate and
joint corpora. Additional data allowed us to capture
the shape of the hand and face with a higher spatial
density (2,600 points for the hand and forearm and
2,000 for the face), as well as their appearance. We
succeeded in building new high-density articulated
models that were compatible with the previous
emerging set of control parameters. This allows the
outputted synthesis parameters to drive the more
realistic 3D models instead of the low-density ones.

1.

Manual Cued Speech (MCS) was designed to
complement speech reading. Developed by Cornett
[8] and adapted for more than 50 languages [9], this
system is based on the association of speech
articulation with cues formed by the hand.

INTRODUCTION

Speech articulation has some clear visible
consequences. For example, the movements of the
jaw, the lips and the cheeks are perfectly visible.
However, the movements of the underlying organs
that shape the vocal tract and thus help to shape the
sound structure (e.g. larynx, velum and tongue) are
not so visible: tongue movements are only weakly
correlated with visible movements (R ~ 0.7) [1-3]
and this correlation is insufficient for recovering
essential phonetic cues such as place of articulation
[4, 5].

Figure 1. French Manual Cued Speech combines eight hand
shapes and five hand placements to complement lip reading.
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While speaking, a cued speech user points out
specific positions on the face to indicate a subset of
vowels, and shapes his or her hand to indicate a
consonant group (Figure 1). A large amount of work
has been devoted to MCS perception (e.g. [10, 11]),
but very few studies have provided insights into
MCS production [12-14], which might be useful to
address MCS synthesis [15-17].

2.1

The hand is a complex organ with many degrees of
freedom, where joints, flesh and skin generate nonlinear movements. Our three-cameras setup would
not be able to capture all bent fingers, nor to track a
face partially masked with cued speech keys
robustly. Our usual linear-models construction
paradigm was not adapted to the hand structure.

Section 2 describes the methodology used to gather
data from our French MCS speaker. Section 3
addresses the modeling of her hand and face
movements, for analysis or synthesis purposes.
Section 4 explains how we provide a more realistic
rendered appearance. The synthesizer module and
its working are not presented in detail here (but see
[17] for details).

2.

MCS specificities and difficulties

Still, we wanted to capture the hand and face
movements of a FMCS user with high temporal and
spatial resolution. And to compactly represent the
variance of the associated trajectory units that will
make up the dictionaries, we needed a non-linear
articulatory model construction paradigm.
We could not solve the visibility and resolution
problems with a unique capture device nor a single
capture session. To emulate a “perfect dataset”, we
recorded several corpora in various conditions, and
built a few extra models to merge their qualities.

CAPTURING DATA

ICP has developed and used a methodology to
construct articulatory models of speech organs, such
as the face and the tongue [18, 19]. It consists of an
iterative linear analysis using the first principal
components of various subsets of fleshpoints, with a
subtraction of the successive contributions.

2.2

Three dynamic corpus

We first used a Vicon motion capture system with
12 cameras. The basic system delivers the 3D
positions of candidate markers at 120Hz, with
restrictions about the number of markers or their
vicinity. We tracked 113 markers glued on the
subject (Figure 3). We recorded three corpora, using
two different camera settings:

For example, the contributions of the jaw rotation,
the lip rounding/spreading gesture, the proper
vertical movements of the upper and lower lips, and
of the lip corners, as well as the movement of the
throat have been retained for facial articulatory
cloning. This lead to successful results for several
speakers and languages [20, 21].

Corpus 1: Close views of handshapes
transitions produced in free space, with
every possible transition between the
eight consonantal hand shapes.

The corpus consists in static images of the
realization of isolated vowels and of consonants in
symmetrical context VCV, where V is one the
extreme vowels [a], [i] and [u]. Such images were
recorded using beads glued on the face, with up to
three studio cameras (50Hz, PAL) and two mirrors,
as in the clone construction example of Figure 2.

Corpus 2: A facial-only corpus of
dynamic visemes, with all isolated
French vowels and the previous VCV.
Corpus 3: A corpus of 238 sentences
pronounced while cueing the FMCS.

Figure 2. Construction of an articulatory face model. Left: The five synchronic view of a static viseme with 247 beads glued on face.
Right: The clone created with the associated corpus, including the lip model and completed with a generic rigid mesh.
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2. Facial motion cloning with the inverted
rigid motion of the full data. Only naF
components were retained as control
parameters for the facial motion.

Corpora 1 and 2 are used to build statistical models
of the hand and face movements separately. In the
carefully designed camera setup, visibility of the
markers was almost never a problem.

3. Throat movements were considered to
be equal to head movements weighted
by factors less than one. A joint
optimization of these weights and the
directions of nmF facial deformations
was then performed, keeping the same
values for the nmF and naF predictors.

The models are then used to recover missing data in
corpus 3: when cueing the FMCS, face and hand
often hides phalanges or face regions.

2.3

High-density data for the face

We used ICP’s three cameras setup to collect a
spatially-denser set of articulations for our FMCS
subject (Figure 2). The 3D coordinates of 247 face
fleshpoints were reconstructed, along with the lip
shapes. To capture natural-looking textures, a
special set of images featuring fewer glued beads
and more view angles was also recorded.

These operations were performed using the facial
data from Corpora 2 and 3 where all markers were
visible. A simple vector quantization guaranteeing a
minimum 3D distance between selected training
frames (equal here to 2mm) was performed before
modeling. This pruning step provided statistical
models with conditioned data.

2.4

The final algorithm for computing the 3D positions
P3DF of the 63 face markers of a given frame is:

High-density data for the hand

The right hand of our subject was molded with
alginate (Figure 4), capturing also the position of the
reflective markers. The resulting mold was then
digitized to capture the geometry and scales.

3.

mvt = mean_mF + pmF*eigv_mF;
P3D = reshape(mean_F + paF*eigv_F,3,63);
FOR i := 1 TO 63
M = mvt.*wmF(:,i);
P3DF(:,i) = Rigid_Motion(P3D(:,i),M);
END

MODELS FOR FMCS

where mvt is the head movement controlled by the
nmF parameters pmF, M is the movement weighted
for each marker (equal to 1 for all face markers, less
than 1 for markers on the throat) and P3D are the
3D positions of the markers without head
movements controlled by naF parameters paF.

Constructing models and defining control
parameters for the trajectories of the captured points
have several practical benefits (data variance
reduction, outlier filtering). Scientific motivations
concern the study of FMCS: they offer a unique way
for studying the cued speech production and the
specific laws governing the coordination between
acoustics and face/hand movements.

3.1

Low-density animated face model

Our basic articulatory face-cloning methodology
was previously applied to heads alone, the quasistatic movements of which could be subtracted for
analysis and synthesis. Since the head is now
moving much more (to accompany the hand
gesture) in Corpora 2 and 3, we need to solve the
problem of the progressive deformation seen on the
18 markers placed on the throat. This problem is
solved in three steps:

Figure 3. Our female FMCS user and the reflective markers
used for the dynamic corpus. She wears 50 markers on her right
hand and 63 markers on her face, mainly on her left side.

1. Estimation of the head movement using
the hypothesis of a rigid motion of
markers placed on the nose and
forehead. A principal component
analysis of the six parameters of the
roto-translation extracted for Corpus 3
was then performed and the nmF first
components were retained as control
parameters for the head motion.

Figure 4. Alginate molds of the right hand of our subject.
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Low-density, animated hand model

3.3

Building a statistical model of hand deformations
was more complex. We considered the palm to be
the carrier of the hand, giving the basic rigid
movement for the 50 markers. This movement was
computed using 11 markers placed on the back on
the hand. The hand model was built in four steps:

Resulting low-density models

More than 8,000 frames in less than half the
sentences were used to define the hand model. We
retained naH=12 parameters (emerging from the 23
possible angles) for the hand shape, and nmH=6
parameters for the hand movements. Mean
reconstruction error is around 1.2 mm, also with
sentences not used for the model learning.

1. Estimation of the hand movement
using the hypothesis of a rigid motion
from markers of the palm in corpus 1.
A principal component analysis of the
six parameters of this hand motion was
then performed and the nmH first
components were retained as control
parameters for the hand motion.

We used almost 5,000 frames to construct the facial
model. We retained naF=7 articulatory parameters,
and nmF=6 displacement parameters. Mean
reconstruction error is around 1 mm.
Using both models, we can recover missing data, as
illustrated in Figure 5. These models can be used to
analyze the dynamic corpus and the FMCS phasing
of the organs recruited. Indeed, we verified in [17]
that cued speech information was delivered well in
advance of the lip reading information, as in [12].

2. All possible angles (rotation, twisting,
spreading) between each hand segment
and the palm as well as between
successive phalanges (using the
inverted rigid motion of the full hand
data) were computed.

The articulatory models can also encode the
trajectories to be concatenated by synthesis. But
they are not sufficient for subjective evaluation
purposes (even point-light based ones), as the lips
could only be captured by their external contours:
mouth always looks open even when it is not.

3. A principal component analysis of
these angles was performed. The naH
first components were retained as the
hand shaping control parameters.
4. We then computed the sin() and cos()
of these predicted values and
performed a linear regression between
these 2*naH+1 values (see vector P
below) and the marker coordinates.

4.

RENDERING MODELS

For communication applications or evaluation tasks,
we need to provide better shapes for the hand and a
completed face (with both sides and lips), without
sacrificing the already captured dynamics quality.

Step 4 allows an elliptic movement with scaling to
better capture the complex displacement induced on
the skin surface by the distant pure-joint rotation.
The final algorithm for computing the 3D positions
P3DH of the 50 hand markers for a given frame is:

4.1

Compatible high-density hand model

Algorithms classically used in computer graphics
software (such as Maya) were used to scale a
generic articulated 3D hand model to our subject’s
personal geometry and dimensions (digitized mold),
to derive a “pseudo-bone structure” and to link the
displacements of the external markers to some of
those for the pseudo-bones and the skin (Figure 6).

mvt = mean_mH + pmH*eigv_mH;
ang = mean_A + paH*eigv_A;
P = [1 cos(ang) sin(ang)];
P3DH = Rigid_Motion(reshape(P*Xang,3,50),mvt);

where mvt is the forearm movement controlled by
the nmH parameters pmH, and ang is the set of
angles controlled by the naH parameters paH.

We chose 128 low-density postures that still span
the observed articulatory space. High-density
versions of the same postures were generated with a
skinning algorithm. Though numbering 2,600 points
each, these static shapes should be modeled by the
exactly same pmH articulatory parameters as their
lower density counterparts. A linear regression
captures in a new Xang matrix how the 3D
coordinates can be explained by the shared set of P
values. Residual error is important in the forearm
region, which is far from the one we tried to model.

Figure 5. Missing data on a captured frame (left, with truncated
bent fingers and incomplete left throat region) is filtered and
reconstructed with the two articulatory models (right image).
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3D positions (beads and lip points) were inverted, a
linear regression constructed the new head model. It
inherits the features of the model: 247 articulated
facial points, an articulated lip model and 1,700
extra points for rigidly linked parts. With the
available corpus, the inverted high-density throat
region is not influenced by head movements and
will not seem connected to shoulders.

4.3

Figure 6. Markers can reshape and animate a generic hand
model. Left: Markers (blue dots) can drive a joints/bones
structure (red). Right: In the skinning algorithm, the pseudobones will influence the vertexes of the textured 3D object.

Figure 8 shows the inter-operability of the lowdensity and high-density models. For captured or
synthesized frames, the same set of parameters can
drive either version of the hand or face models.
Videos on the conference CD illustrate the
perceived rigidity between the different models, for
captured streams as well as synthetic ones. Please
note the specific prosody, modeled and synthesized
using a superposition of functional contours [22]
that were learned on the dynamic corpus presented
here. To smoothly connect the hand trajectory units,
a specific filtering method was also designed for the
synthesizer [17].

Figure 7. Fitting the low-density face model learned with the
dynamic corpus on various static visemes (high-density face
corpus). Although the side views are not shown of this picture,
they were used in the fitting process.

4.2

Rendering results

Compatible high-density face model

5.

For the face, we could not construct a synthetic
corpus for a set of given control parameters, as we
did for the hand. Instead, we had to use a pertinent
real corpus: the static images with 247 glued beads.
We had to find the set of parameters (position and
articulation) for the low-density face model that
would best fit the surface. This was achieved by
manually defining a few matches between beads and
markers or pseudo-markers (defined as linear
combinations of neighbor markers). Once the
parameters associated with the set of high-density

CONCLUSIONS, PERSPECTIVES

The observation of measured cued speech is a
prerequisite for developing FMCS technologies, for
communication but also educational purposes. The
methodology and models presented here have
already been used to study the phonetic structure of
cued speech, notably the phasing relations between
hand gestures and sound production. The hand and
face gesture scores were also studied in reference to
acoustic segmentation. This knowledge is embedded
in ICP’s multimodal text-to-FMCS system.

Figure 8. Rendering various sets of control parameters with the captured and reconstructed models. Models can be rendered as wireframe, textured or shaded surfaces. Square dots (black or light blue) are from the captured low-density models, and correspond to the
reflective markers. They are drawn connected to be more visible, though this does not match the real surface curvatures. Note how
the model diverges for the forearm and the throat, where some extra degrees of freedom were lost (face) or not retained (hand). With
the lip model, closed mouths can be perceived correctly and the protrusion becomes more visible.
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Within the ARTUS project, ICP and Attitude Studio
collaborate with academic and industrial partners to
provide the French-German TV channel Arte with
on-demand MCS dubbing. Face and hand
parameters were first synthesized from existing
textual subtitle data, then compactly watermarked
within the broadcasted video and acoustic channels,
and rendered locally by enhanced television sets.
Further study and better understanding of the
kinematics of the different segments involved in the
production of MCS might lower the number of
necessary parameters. We also need to remove the
suprasegmental-related
head
and
posture
movements. Subjective evaluations of the
reconstructed gestures and the synthesized ones is
also planned, with point-lights or realistic rendering.
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